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Your on the Street Reporter
Heard off the Street (VI)

April 22, 2009

Hello from Your on the Street Reporter. Back by semi-popular demand, here are two more
“Heard off the Street” reports.

Report One: Air Fives Replace High Fives1

Schools in America.

An interview of a school teacher at one of America’s elementary public schools reveals the
extent to which our country is sinking into wimpy, distant, cold, spineless, stupid, silly,
indifferent, irresponsibility-shirking political correctness. Not to mention, dependence on laws
instead of common sense.

The children in this school are not only forbidden to hug one another (or their teacher), they are
not allowed to touch one another. They cannot do high fives to celebrate making a score in a
dodge ball game because (a) they are not allowed to touch hands and (b) they are not allowed to
play dodge ball.

High fives can lead to injury, promiscuity, or both; which can lead to lawsuits. Therefore, the
schools take the legal road to keep from being sued: forbid a high five. If it happens, the school
can censure the prurient little brat, maybe kick him out of school. In any case, the school is safe
from harm, and the children are safe from any demonstration of affection and enthusiasm.

In place of a high five, the children are allowed to execute an Air Five. They can simulate a high
five, just as long as they do not make any contract with their hands.

In addition, dodge ball can lead to serious injury. One can’t risk a sting to the skin, which might
result in lawsuits. One can’t risk the degradation of the human spirit because a kid will get
smacked with a soft ball and suffer the humiliation of defeat.

So what to do during recess? The teachers have substituted Shadow Ball to replace dodge ball.
The children chase each other around the playground attempting to step on each others’ shadows.
(In Portland, Oregon, where the sun seldom shines, shadow ball is replaced with virtual shadow
ball: The children pretend they have shadows and thus pretend to step on them.)

If a child succeeds in stepping on another child’s shadow, the rules require both kids Air Five
each other to make sure neither feels downtrodden about the outcome.

In the event of a really stupendous shadow capture, the children are not allowed to hug. That
would constitute exhibiting a trait that has been part of human nature since we were humans.

1 Sourced from a television show. In keeping with my practice of making careful attributions, I’ve forgotten the
name of the program, the time it was on, or the station I was tuned to. I do, however, recall that the date of the airing
was between March 28 or 29 and April 20 or 21.
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What are they allowed to do? They are allowed to do an Air Hug. Yep, they can wrap their arms
around each other as long as none of their skin makes physical contact.

What’s next? Bumping violations because our kids stumble into classmates in the cafeteria line?
Self-abuse taboos because our children have their hands in their pockets?

Write your Congressperson about this silly situation. But make sure you don’t send it, as that
would constitute physical contact.

Report Two:2 The Bobbles of John Wayne and Lorena Bobbitt
Suburbs of America.

To bring you up-to-date, fifteen years ago, Lorena Bobbitt cut-off her husband’s penis while he
was sleeping---giving a new meaning to erectile dysfunction. She later explained that her husband
John Wayne was abusive and had come home that night and assaulted her.

When John Wayne barged into the house, Lorena had been playing that country hit song, “Don’t
Come Home A Drinking With Loving On Your Mind,” but she had made the mistake of placing
the CD in the pause mode.

After the assault, Lorena went to the kitchen, retrieved a butcher knife, returned to the bedroom
and proceeded to sever John’s john. Later, while taking a drive to clear her head---with John’s
head in her hand---she threw parts of John’s john into a nearby pasture. Then, realizing the
implications of John Wayne losing his john---if only the most strategic part of it, the head---she
regained her head and dialed 911:

- 9/11, “Your emergency call is important to us. We’ll be with you in about 60 minutes---give
or take an hour. Press 1 if you would like to hear music accompanying your associated
trauma. Press 2 if you would like the music played by a Mariachi band. Otherwise, stay on the
line for our voice-emergency voice-mail service---a guaranteed response within 24 hours.”

- Lorena, “Hello! Look, I’ve just cut-off my husband’s cock. I tossed it into a field near our
house.”

(Let’s play a game. As a 9/11 operator, how would you respond? Feel confident about your
opinions? Fine, send them to cock-sure.org.)

Anyway, after the severance of their relationship, so to speak, Wayne and Lorena went through a
lot of trauma. Wayne attempted a come-back…again, so to speak. He formed a band called “The
Severed Parts” but it never caught on…so to speak. (Why write fiction?)

Oprah had Lorena on her show this week. Lorena offered:

“Time heals.”
“I’ve evolved.”

2 Oprah show, AOL (April 24, 2009).
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Oprah has not yet had John Wayne Bobbitt on her show. Perhaps it’s not relevant. We can just
assume he makes the same comments as his former wife:

“Time heals.”
“I’ve evolved.”

To which Oprah might reply, “Really? How so?”


